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ABSTRACT: 
Career counseling  is the most common way of directing 

understudies on the way to self-revelation and self-
acknowledgment, working with them quietly, supporting them 
as they get rid of self-uncertainty and settle on surer choices 
dependent on their inclinations, prompting long haul fulfillment 
with their decisions and a daily routine experienced with reason. 
Vocation Counseling assists them with understanding the 
profession alternatives that they have, and how to seek after 
them. Vocation Counseling assists them with understanding 
their own qualities and shortcomings concerning their current 
course or calling, and tells them what profession they would be appropriate for. Vocation directing not just 
aides in making you an extraordinary character however it will assist you with making you a more 
coordinated and a superior individual by different current strategies. Helps in acquiring Right expertise. 
Vocation guiding assists you with acquiring center which can really reflect in our deeds and work. To be a 
decent Career Counselor, one should be straightforward and enthusiastic towards the help. Try not to 
regard Career Counseling as a task, it's a help that a Career Counselor gives which shapes a youngster's 
future. It is important to remember the accompanying characteristics to turn into a decent profession 
guide in the business. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Career counseling aides the understudies and experts comprehend the profession openings and 
alternatives accessible. Profession advising assists them with breaking down their qualities and 
shortcomings and helps in tracking down the ideal vocation way. ... It will help in boosting the certainty 
and confidence of the understudy and the expert. It isn't not difficult to settle on profession choice that 
will decide the remainder of your life for you, particularly at the young age of 16 or 17. It doesn't assist 
that with regularly evening guardians are left befuddled with regards to the right counsel to give. The 
disarray an understudy faces is immense and changed in nature. On the off chance that you have scored 
not exactly expected in your group 10 or 12 sheets, there is no compelling reason to freeze or become 
restless. The reality of that matter is that in the present time of self-starters the quantity of choices open 
to you are fluctuated and many. It isn't fitting to make rushed, spontaneous choices duty to 
peer/parental pressing factor. Seek after a field you are genuinely energetic about. We have 
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incorporated a few assets and articles on the distinctive vocation decisions you have in front of you. We 
have given itemized examinations among degrees and different vocations choices after Class 12 
dependent on level of imprints.  

 
• Should I proceed with Science and select a B.Sc. degree?  
• Should I change to Commerce?  
• Should I select a three-year normal course?  
• Should I go for a correspondence degree?  
• Should I go for proficient professions like CA, CS or Journalism?  
 

You should search out profession direction as right on time as class 10. All things considered, 
picking either science and trade is a significant factor in smoothing out your vocation after tenth class. 
Your course of study after tenth class might be more summed up, however they are fundamental in 
giving you a strong establishment for profession courses after twelfth. Doing your exploration ahead of 
time can save you a great deal of sorrow sometime down the road. 
 
Marks and Stream-wise Career Options for Students After Class 12 
• Career Options For Students Scoring Below half  
• Career Options For Science Students Scoring half, 60% or more 80%  
• BBA and Integrated MBA  
• BBA or BBS or BBM  
• BBA or B.Com  
• BCA or B.Tech  
• B.Com or BA Economics  
• B.Com (Hons.) or B.Com (Pass)  
• B.Sc. Maths or B.Sc. Details  
• BE or B.Tech  
• BSc. Software engineering or BCA  
• Civil Engineering or Architecture  
• CA or ICWA  
• Psychologist or Psychiatry  
• CS or Law  
• Fashion Design or Fashion Technology  
 
Professional Careers 
• CRPF (ASI and SI)  
• CRPF  
• LDC  
• India Posts  
• Navy Officers  
• Naviks  
• Personal Assistant(PA)  
• Sailors in Indian Navy  
• Soldiers  
• Soldiers (Technical) 
 
Maharashtra SCERT to Offer Career Guidance to Class 10, 12 Students 

Maharashtra SCERT will hold vocation direction programs for class 10 and 12 understudies, 
state schooling pastor Varsha Gaikwad educated. Exceptional online classes on different points on 
profession direction for twelfth standard understudies are beginning from today. The projects will 
cover a few inquiries going from picking the right profession, diversions, interests of understudies to 
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explicit direction per subject including clinical, humanities, business, clinical science, research, 
performing expressions, sports just as cutthroat tests. The projects will be spread over from June to 
September. Gaikwad shared a definite timetable of the profession directing projects for each subject 
alongside the date and time in a tweet. 

 
EDUCATION AND CAREERS DESK 

Maharashtra SCERT will hold profession direction programs for class 10 and 12 understudies, 
state schooling pastor Varsha Gaikwad educated. Extraordinary online classes on different themes on 
vocation direction for twelfth standard understudies are beginning from today.The projects will cover a 
few inquiries going from picking the right profession, pastimes, interests of understudies to explicit 
direction per subject including clinical, humanities, trade, clinical science, research, performing 
expressions, sports just as aggressive tests. The projects will be spread over from June to 
September.Gaikwad shared an itemized timetable of the vocation directing projects for each subject 
alongside the date and time in a tweet. 

 
CAREER GUIDANCE AFTER 10TH 

Each understudy in India chooses their vocation post finishing their tenth norm. The 
progression which they take after tenth will choose their future. Profession decision after tenth isn't 
only a simple undertaking to choose. One necessities to comprehend his solidarity, space of intrigue and 
afterward choose which stream to take to have a productive profession. Careerfutura is India's most 
grounded spot to help understudies and guardians to pick one's profession and they offer a bundle of 
administrations like online vocation direction, advising, vocation direction report, free smooth out test 
to get to understudy information and significantly more. Advising the understudy after tenth is vital on 
the grounds that today there are many courses accessible in the universities and schools. Understudies 
are confounded on what course to take and what course to leave. Simply envision a tenth pass 
understudy needs to pick his vocation with a psyche brimming with disarray on whether to pick 
between science, maths, trade, software engineering and to continue on for eleventh and twelfth or to 
pick a confirmation and go to junior school. Other than customary courses a 10h passed understudy 
today has numerous different chances like programming, providing food, application advancement, call 
focus courses, etc. Thus, picking a profession is difficult for understudies, a legitimate direction with 
appropriate evaluating of the understudies type and interest will clear accomplishment over the long 
haul. On the off chance that you have known any understudy who is doing their tenth norm or have 
finished their tenth and dreaming concerning what to do after, then, at that point please direct them to 
us. We will assist them with picking the best profession after tenth. We have elite coaches and expert 
who can pass judgment on an understudy's readiness and direct them to the right course or stream. 
Visit Careerfutura.com and ensure that your future is gotten by picking the ideal choice. 

 
After 10th? Career Counselling for 10th Class in 2020 

After tenth outcomes are out, there would one say one is normal inquiry that strikes in each 
understudy's brain "What next after tenth"? Science, Commerce or Arts? This is a typical disarray which 
the vast majority of the understudies face. Each field has a ton of vocation openings yet picking the right 
stream which understudies are intrigued ought to be the principle concern. Sachin Tendulkar fizzled in 
tenth. In any case, he was extremely clear what he needed from his life. In any case, right? Hardly any 
understudies are extremely clear with regards to what they need in their life. In any case, there are 
numerous understudies who are befuddled with regards to their profession way. Class tenth is the most 
significant and befuddling intersection of your vocation. An ideal choice can assist you with blooming in 
your profession. Furthermore, in the event that you settle on some unacceptable decision, you should 
confront the ramifications for the remainder of your life. So how would you choose what to do after 
tenth? Would it be advisable for you to go for the standard science stream? Would it be advisable for 
you to go for business? Or on the other hand Should you take up the non-regular expressions stream? A 
ton of choices however picking the right profession after tenth is exceptionally vital. Profession advising 
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with a prepared vocation advisor can assist you with tackling your disarray. A profession advisor 
utilizes vocation appraisal to infer an ideal profession way for your future. Profession appraisal test 
examinations your abilities, interest, capacities and in light of that a reasonable guide is given. 

 
Career Counselling for 10th Class  

As indicated by CBSE, almost 32 lakhs of understudies showed up for tenth board tests. That is a 
tremendous number. Yet, what number of understudies are really mindful of what to do after tenth? 
Vocation directing and profession direction for tenth class is the need of great importance. 
Understudies who are confounded with regards to their stream determination can go for profession 
advising. Profession guiding for tenth class understudies is critical as the present youth are the 
upcoming future. "Padhega India tabhi toh badhega India." You can likewise peruse Career choices after 
twelfth. 

 
Mistakes  students make while choosing their career after 10th 
1. Following the group/companions – This is quite possibly the most widely recognized mistake 
which the vast majority of the understudies unconsciously make. Numerous understudies simply take 
up any stream in light of the fact that their companions have chosen to take that stream. This can end up 
being the most noticeably terrible choice of their lives. It is important that you picked the stream which 
you are generally energetic about instead of doing what the majority of the understudies are doing. 
2. Parental/Societal pressing factor – Let's glance at a typical situation. I'm certain numerous 
understudies would have confronted the present circumstance. I'm certain, that many guardians would 
have given the instances of some Sharma or Gupta to impact the choice of their kid. This can prompt a 
defective profession decision.It may seem as though that science stream is everything. Yet, in the event 
that you get legitimate vocation direction from a specialist (profession instructor), picking a vocation 
way after tenth will be a lot simpler.  
3. Absence of information – There are a plenty of profession choices after tenth. On the off chance that 
we return 10-20 years prior, there were extremely less profession alternatives to browse. However, 
presently the situation is totally unique. There are many profession choices accessible and with the 
assistance of legitimate vocation direction and profession advising, you can see the good reason to have 
hope 

. 
Career Options After 10th  
1. Science – 
• Science is the most famous and most loved profession choice for most of the guardians and  

understudies.  
• Science stream offers numerous rewarding profession choices like designing, clinical, IT and you 

can even select examination jobs.  
• The greatest benefit of taking science stream is, it keeps your choices open. You may change from 

science to business or science to expressions. Yet, it is beyond the realm of imagination to expect to 
do the reverse way around.  

• Taking science stream outfits you with phenomenal critical thinking capacities.  
• Science and math offer an adaptable establishment which empowers understudies to achieve 

exceptionally regarded and generously compensated positions.  
• Science is fun, stunning and captivating. As Edward Teller properly said  
 It will truly help you in picking the right profession stream. 

 
2. Commerce –  
• Commerce is the second most well known vocation alternative after science. On the off chance that 

you love numbers, accounts, financial aspects and so on, finance is the most ideal alternative for 
you.  
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• It offers a more extensive assortment of vocation alternatives like Chartered Accountants, MBA, 
interest in financial areas and so on  

• You get business information which is vital for the business.  
• You must be acquainted with the subjects, for example, Accountancy, Finance, Economics and so on  
• You should be acceptable with numbers, information and have an oddity in Finance, financial 

matters.  
• Commerce as a subject is acquiring fame in India and numerous understudies are considering and 

getting by out of it.  
 

Who should take trade after tenth? In the event that you have a partiality for numbers, business, 
financial matters trade is the most ideal stream for you. Assuming you need to shape your vocation in 
financial aspects and business world, then, at that point trade is the right profession for you. There are 
various alternatives accessible for business stream after tenth class. In the event that you have any 
questions in regards to whether to select business stream you can pick the most brilliant way by 
seeking your profession help done from a specialist. Appropriate vocation direction after tenth class is 
incredibly fundamental for a problem free profession. Edumilestones vocation appraisal is viewed as 
awesome by the business specialists. Their profession evaluation is tried on factual philosophies and 
gives exact and dependable outcomes. 

 
3. Arts/Humanities –  
• Nowadays expressions/humanities are extremely high popular and that's only the tip of the iceberg 

and more understudies are choosing it.  
• Arts is currently arising as a pursued vocation decision. It furnishes understudies with a variety of 

vocation openings.  
• It offers numerous worthwhile profession alternatives like Journalism, dialects, history, brain 

science and so on  
• Design, Language Arts, Performing expressions, Humanities are generously compensated profession 

alternatives.  
• Arts subject support inventiveness and self-articulation.  
• Students who take up workmanship stream foster basic reasoning. It additionally assists you with 

expanding your initiative qualities.Art encourages you to manage your general surroundings. These 
are the couple of good vocation choices which you can pick after tenth class.  

• Intermediate (2years) – After tenth class, the understudy can choose subject gatherings like PCM, 
PCB, PCMB, Commerce with Maths, Commerce without Maths. Post culmination of twelfth class, one 
can do graduation in numerous disciplines dependent regarding the matter choice.  

• Polytechnic – After tenth class, understudies can do polytechnic courses like Mechanical, Civil, 
Chemicals, Computer, Automobile. Polytechnic universities offer confirmation courses for a term of 
3 years, 2 years and furthermore 1 year.  

• ITI (Industrial Training Institutes) – After tenth class, understudies can do ITI courses for work like 
Mechanical, electrical expert, electrical.  

• Paramedical – After tenth class, understudies can do paramedic courses like DMLT (Diploma in 
Medical Laboratory Technology), DOA(Diploma in Ophthalmic Assistant), DOT (Diploma in 
Ophthalmic Assistant).  

• Short term courses – After tenth class, understudies can do transient courses like Tally, DTP, 
Graphics. 

 
Benefits of CBSE (Central Board of Secondary Education) 
1. Presumably the most famous schooling board and the public leading body of our country. CBSE has 

a coordinated curricular methodology which creates comprehensive people.  
2. CBSE accentuates on ability improvement.  
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3. CBSE assists understudies with planning for serious tests as a large portion of the inquiries in 
aggressive tests are posed from NCERT.  

4. A large portion of the serious tests like JEE mains and progressed are directed by CBSE.  
5. It grants quality information to the understudies just as guarantees the general advancement of a 

person.  
6. The main benefit of CBSE board is that it offers adaptability to pick the subjects dependent on 

understudy's advantage. The general design of CBSE is exceptionally conservative and it doesn't 
permit you to feel any pressing factor.  

7. You don't have to mug up the appropriate response. Unique and elegantly composed answers are 
valued by the CBSE board allowing understudies an opportunity to investigate their reasoning 
skyline. 

 
Benefits of ICSE (Indian Certificate of Secondary Education) 
1. ICSE is viewed as the hardest board. The educational plan of ICSE is exceptionally complete and it 

includes all fields with equivalent significance.  
2. ICSE understudies become normally awesome in English as a result of their inside and out 

educational program.  
3. It is nothing unexpected that understudies who do well in ICSE are relied upon to clear the Civil 

help test as the specialty of composing minimalistically in English is a lot of required in Civil 
administrations.  

4. The schedule and design of ICSE are so that it empowers understudies to look past course books 
and have viable bits of knowledge into the ideas.  

5. The norm and educational plan of ICSE gives the understudies a solid establishment and prepare 
them for their future.  

6. Sum and content of prospectus may be high, however it likewise grows high information among the 
understudies. You may have heard that what CBSE shows you in eleventh or twelfth, ICSE board has 
as of now showed the ideas in ninth. Such effect and clever is ICSE's educational plan. 

 
Benefits of IB (International Baccalaureate) 
1. In the event that you are intending to concentrate abroad, IB board can assist you with getting 

confirmation abroad.  
2. IB board assists you with turning out to be all the more socially mindful.  
3. It assists you with getting Global Affiliation.  
4. Their educational plan helps in the inside and out advancement of an understudy.  
5. IB board gives you the adaptability to choose your own subjects. 

 
CONCLUSION: 

Extraordinary online classes on different themes on vocation direction for twelfth standard 
understudies are beginning from today.The projects will cover a few inquiries going from picking the 
right profession, pastimes, interests of understudies to explicit direction per subject including clinical, 
humanities, trade, clinical science, research, performing expressions, sports just as aggressive tests. 
Careerfutura is India's most grounded spot to help understudies and guardians to pick one's profession 
and they offer a bundle of administrations like online vocation direction, advising, vocation direction 
report, free smooth out test to get to understudy information and significantly more.Other than 
customary courses a 10h passed understudy today has numerous different chances like programming, 
providing food, application advancement, call focus courses, etc. Thus, picking a profession is difficult 
for understudies, a legitimate direction with appropriate evaluating of the understudies type and 
interest will clear accomplishment over the long haul.Understudies who are confounded with regards 
to their stream determination can go for profession advising. Profession guiding for tenth class 
understudies is critical as the present youth are the upcoming future.In the event that you have any 
questions in regards to whether to select business stream you can pick the most brilliant way by 
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seeking your profession help done from a specialist. Appropriate vocation direction after tenth class is 
incredibly fundamental for a problem free profession. 
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